Understanding Digital showering and bathing
Aqualisa’s award-winning
Digital technology has
spearheaded a new generation
of showers and baths.
With intelligent features exclusive
to Aqualisa, Digital showers and
baths couldn’t be simpler to
use. Plus, with some installations
taking just two hours to complete
and minimal disruption, Digital
will get you showering and
bathing double-quick, too!
No matter what member of the Aqualisa Digital
product family you choose, you can be sure of nothing
less than a truly outstanding performance. Spot-on,
thermostatic temperatures, reliable flow, easy
one touch controls and an illuminated display that
lets you know when it’s time to shower or bathe.
These, plus other optional features such as an Eco
setting and a remote control that lets you get your
shower or bath up and running from outside the
bathroom, all come courtesy of the advanced
processor at the heart of every Aqualisa Digital
shower or bath fill. So whatever your style preference,
bathroom requirements or budget, you can be sure,
that thanks to Digital, there will be an Aqualisa
shower or bath fill to suit.

Axis Digital
Sleek, cylindrical design
and an illuminated
display that indicates
when it’s time to shower.

Axis Digital
remote control

Axis Digital
concealed control

to Digital processor

Quartz Digital
Select your perfect
showering or bathing
temperature. Then
let the control’s LED
lights show you when
it’s time to step in.

Quartz Digital
concealed control

to Digital processor

Quartz Digital
Bath control
Quartz Digital
remote control

to Digital processor

Visage Digital
Easy, one touch start/
stop and temperature
controls, plus a clever
light that lets you know
when to shower.

Visage Digital
concealed control

Visage Digital
remote control
to Digital processor
Digital wireless remote
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Put off installing a new shower or bath fill because of
the disruption and work involved? Don’t be. Aqualisa’s
award-winning Digital technology makes it easy.
So how does it work? Central to every Aqualisa shower or bath fill is a sophisticated processor – the
digital product’s nerve centre. Unlike a conventional shower valve, the processor can be situated up
to 10 metres away from the showering area. A slim data cable connects the processor to the shower
or bath control.
This unique configuration has many advantages – the digital control can be positioned wherever
is convenient and because there is no need to conceal pipework or a valve, installation can be
completed in as little as two hours, with minimal damage to décor, tiling and walls. Hot and cold
water flows into the processor and is mixed with perfect precision. Every processor has a factory
pre-set maximum temperature of 45ºC* – making it safe for everyone. You can also set the processor
box to ‘Eco Mode’ to conserve water usage without compromising performance. Once blended, the
water then leaves the processor and travels to the shower head or bath filler. What could be simpler?

Digital processor for HP/Combi

Locate the processor...

This compact Digital processor is for use with
a combination boiler or mains fed water heating system.
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Digital processor for Gravity
This compact Digital processor is for use with
gravity fed water systems. It integrates a pump to
provide extra power.
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In the airing cupboard
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Under the bath
* The temperature limit can be changed on installation
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